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Would laissez faire be the best economic
policy for the United States?
Welcome to the Civic Discussion for this Topic. You have been reading about
the three types of economic systems in the world: the free market, the centrally
planned economy, and the mixed economy. The United States’ system is
a mixed economy that leans toward the free market in which government
intervention in the economy is limited. Many argue that the U.S. needs to move
further toward laissez faire, with less government economic intervention and
regulation. In this Topic Inquiry you will break into small groups to examine
evidence and discuss this main question: Would laissez faire be the best
economic policy for the United States?
Step 1 ConneCt: Develop Questions and plan the Investigation
Launch the Civic Discussion
Your teacher will have you join a small group. Read the Discussion Launch. It will give you
background on the main question and an overview of the main arguments on each side of
the question.
Pay attention to your first impression about the main question and the arguments.
Now look for the major points in the reading and write down at least two of them.

Civic Discussion: Laissez Faire?

Share the major points you found with the other members of your group. Come to agreement
about the major points. Write the points your group agreed to in your Information Organizer.

Step 2 InveStIgate: apply Disciplinary Concepts and tools
and evaluate Sources
Examine Sources and Perspectives
Now you will look at several sources that will allow you to understand different people’s
perspectives on the main question as well as see what evidence they provide for their views.
As you look at sources, keep in mind:
Author/Creator: Who created the source? An individual? Group? Government agency?
Audience: For whom was the source created?
Date/Place: Is there any information that reveals where and when the source was created?
Purpose: Why was the source created?
Relevance: How does the source support one argument or another in relation to main
question? Look for evidence that supports one side or the other.
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As you read and analyze each source, fill in Step 2 of the Information Organizer.
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Welcome to the Topic Inquiry for this topic. In this Inquiry you’ll prepare for and then participate in
a group discussion in which you decide whether more or less government intervention in the economy
would help the country better meet its goals of economic efficiency, freedom, security, equity, and growth.
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Before forming an opinion it’s always important to consider a number of different viewpoints and
consider the evidence supporting each viewpoint. These sources will help you develop an informed view of
different roles the government might play in regulating the economy.
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Now take turns listening and making arguments for both sides of the question: Would laissez faire
be the best economic policy for the United States?
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Civic Discussion: Laissez Faire?

Student Instructions
Would laissez faire be the best economic
policy for the United States?
Welcome to the Civic Discussion for this Topic. You have been reading about
the three types of economic systems in the world: the free market, the centrally
planned economy, and the mixed economy. The United States’ system is
a mixed economy that leans toward the free market in which government
intervention in the economy is limited. Many argue that the U.S. needs to move
further toward laissez faire, with less government economic intervention and
regulation. In this Topic Inquiry you will break into small groups to examine
evidence and discuss this main question: Would laissez faire be the best
economic policy for the United States?
Step 1 ConneCt: Develop Questions and plan the Investigation
Launch the Civic Discussion
Your teacher will have you join a small group. Read the Discussion Launch. It will give you
background on the main question and an overview of the main arguments on each side of
the question.
Pay attention to your first impression about the main question and the arguments.
Now look for the major points in the reading and write down at least two of them.
Share the major points you found with the other members of your group. Come to agreement
about the major points. Write the points your group agreed to in your Information Organizer.

Step 2 InveStIgate: apply Disciplinary Concepts and tools
and evaluate Sources
Examine Sources and Perspectives
Now you will look at several sources that will allow you to understand different people’s
perspectives on the main question as well as see what evidence they provide for their views.
As you look at sources, keep in mind:
Author/Creator: Who created the source? An individual? Group? Government agency?
Audience: For whom was the source created?
Date/Place: Is there any information that reveals where and when the source was created?
Purpose: Why was the source created?
Relevance: How does the source support one argument or another in relation to main
question? Look for evidence that supports one side or the other.
As you read and analyze each source, fill in Step 2 of the Information Organizer.
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Step 3 SyntheSIze: Use evidence to Formulate Conclusions
Formulate Compelling Arguments with Evidence
Members of your group will be assigned to take a position of YES or NO on the main
question. Work with those on your side to find evidence that supports your assigned position.
Come to agreement on what the most compelling arguments are for your assigned position.
Record those arguments and evidence to support them on the Information Organizer.
Evidence may come from the Discussion Launch reading or any of the source readings.
Present Yes/No Positions
Now both sides in each small group will present their arguments and evidence to each other.
Remember, this is not a time for debate, but rather a time to listen to each side and to gain
information and understanding.
Those assigned YES will present their arguments and their evidence first. As they speak,
those assigned NO should listen carefully, take notes on the arguments chart on the
Information Organizer, and ask clarifying questions.
Clarifying questions are questions that help the listener better understand the information
presented. Examples of clarifying questions are:
• I think you just said [x]. Am I understanding you correctly?
• Can you tell me more about [x]?
• Can you repeat [x]? I am not sure I understand, yet.
When the YES side is finished, it is the NO side’s turn to present its arguments and evidence.
Those assigned YES should listen carefully, take notes on the arguments chart, and ask their
own clarifying questions.
Switch Sides
Now the two sides will switch sides. If you argued YES before, now you will argue the
NO position.
Work with your partner to formulate what you think are the strongest arguments and
evidence. Use your notes from the argument chart and add any arguments and evidence
from the sources that have not already been presented. Those now arguing YES go first.

Step 4 DemonStrate: Communicate Conclusions and
take Informed action
My Point of View
Now you will have the opportunity to discuss the main question from your own point of view.
As you prepare to discuss, think about:
• The Discussion Launch reading and sources you have examined.
•

What you have understood from the discussions so far.

•

Your own relevant experiences and knowledge.

Record your own point of view and supporting evidence for your point of view on the
Information Organizer. Take turns with the other members of the group expressing what you
think and listen carefully to others. Continue using clarifying questions.
Copyright © Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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Take notes on each point of agreement your small group reaches. Do you all agree on the
answer to the main question? If not, on what points do you all agree?
Rules for Civic Discussion
Keep these rules in mind as you discuss the main question.
1. Focus your discussion on the main question and evidence, not on people’s personalities.
2. Give every member of your group equal opportunity to speak and be heard.
3. Listen respectfully to the person who is speaking.
4. Refer to the text for evidence to support your opinions.
5. Respect others’ opinions, even if you disagree with them.
6. Use clarifying questions to gain understanding.
Assess the Discussion
Think about what you have learned through the discussion and answer the questions in
Step 4 of the Information Organizer.
This civic discussion has given you the chance to investigate an important issue, consider
evidence, and look at and argue for different perspectives on that issue. Being able to
understand issues from multiple perspectives and being able to discuss issues using
evidence and not just emotion are important skills of informed and engaged citizens.
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Discussion Launch

Civic Discussion

STEP 1:
Connect

Would laissez faire be the best economic policy for the United States?
In the economy of the United States, the free market coexists with limited government
intervention in the economy. The free market dominates. Some people argue it should
dominate even more, and that the U.S. should have a laissez faire system with little or no
government intervention. Still others argue that the free market dominates too much already,
and that more government intervention is necessary. Each side argues that more or less
government intervention would help the country better meet its goals of economic efficiency,
freedom, security, equity, and growth. Of course these goals often conflict and determining
how to prioritize them and how best to make choices among them and allow for trade-offs is
a constant struggle. Welcome to that struggle!

Arguments
Yes, laissez faire would be the best economic policy for the United States.
Laissez faire, or more limited government involvement in the economy, is the traditional
American economic system and is completely compatible with our democratic society. The
original idea of laissez faire, as described by Adam Smith, greatly influenced James Madison,
Alexander Hamilton, and Thomas Jefferson as they designed the American system of
government. Smith’s laissez faire idea, too, did not eliminate government’s role completely in
providing a safety net for the least fortunate in society.
Laissez faire maximizes economic efficiency and growth. A self-regulating economy is
more responsive to public needs. When more households demand goods and services,
privately owned businesses can supply those goods and services faster and more cheaply
when government does not regulate them. Government regulation, in fact, increases costs
of production, which are then passed on to consumers. On top of those costs, a more
interventionist government taxes businesses and individuals, further slowing growth that
would come from an unregulated marketplace.
No, laissez faire would not be the best economic policy for the United States.
There never has been a truly laissez faire economy in the United States because laissez
faire inhibits the practice of democracy. Laissez faire places a high value on liberty, which is
important for both individuals and corporations. It is a system regulated only by competition
in the marketplace. The present economy, however, balances liberty and equality. A purely
competitive system rewards economic winners, who then have more influence on elected
leaders and government than economic losers. This is unequal and unfair in a democracy.
In a mixed economy, government employs people, contributing to the factor market, and buys
goods and services, contributing to the product market. Often, government participates in
public-private partnerships, or cooperation between government and private businesses, to
provide goods and services demanded by the people. Government regulation, too, protects
public interests, such as the environment and state hospitals or schools, which would not
factor into a laissez faire system.
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Information Organizer
Name: ____________________________________________________________________________________
Main Question: ____________________________________________________________________________

Step 1 COnneCt: Develop Questions and plan the Investigation
A. What do you think is the main argument on the “yes” side of the question?

B. What do you think is the main argument on the “no” side of the question?

C. As a group, come to agreement about the major points on both sides of the question.
Major Points
“YES”

Major Points
“NO”

Step 2 InveStIgate: apply Disciplinary Concepts and tools
Examine Sources and Perspectives
Source A Title: _____________________________________________________________________________
Source A Author: __________________________________________________________________________
Summarize the author’s perspective on the main question and key evidence he or she
provides to support that view.

Source B Title: ____________________________________________________________________________
Source B Author: __________________________________________________________________________

Summarize the author’s perspective on the main question and key evidence he or she
provides to support that view.

Copyright © Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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Source C Title: ____________________________________________________________________________
Source C Author: __________________________________________________________________________

Summarize the author’s perspective on the main question and key evidence he or she
provides to support that view.

Source D Title: ____________________________________________________________________________
Source D Author: __________________________________________________________________________

Summarize the author’s perspective on the main question and key evidence he or she
provides to support that view.

Source E Title: _____________________________________________________________________________
Source E Author: __________________________________________________________________________

Summarize the author’s perspective on the main question and key evidence he or she
provides to support that view.

Source F* Title: ____________________________________________________________________________
Source F Author: __________________________________________________________________________

Summarize the author’s perspective on the main question and key evidence he or she
provides to support that view.
*NOTE: Not all Discussions include a Source F
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Source G* Title: ____________________________________________________________________________
Source G Author: __________________________________________________________________________

Summarize the author’s perspective on the main question and key evidence he or she
provides to support that view.
*NOTE: Not all Discussions include a Source G

Step 3 SyntheSIze: Use evidence to Formulate Conclusions
Formulate Compelling Arguments with Evidence
Work with your group to record the strongest arguments and supporting evidence for your
assigned position.

Present Your Position
Takes notes in the chart below as you listen to the other side present their arguments
and evidence.

Switch Sides
Now record the strongest arguments and evidence for the opposite side and take notes while
listening to the other side present their arguments.
COMPELLING ARGUMENTS CHART
Arguments & Evidence

YES

Notes

Arguments & Evidence

NO

Notes
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Step 4 DemOnStrate: Communicate Conclusions and
take Informed action
My Point of View
A. After considering the various points of view and evidence my point of view on this question
at this point in time is:

B. Supporting evidence for my point of view is:

C. My group basically agrees on the following points:

Assess the Discussion
A. Was it valuable to argue both sides of the question? Why or why not?

B. Did you have a point of view that differed from others in your group?

C. Did you change your own point of view over the course of the discussion?

D. What did you learn from participating in this civic discussion about…

The issue and main question?

Working with others?

Discussing an important issue?

Yourself?
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Source A

Civic Discussion

STEP 2:
Investigate

From The Meaning of Laissez Faire Human Action by Ludwig Von Mises
Cato Institute
In eighteenth-century France the saying laissez faire, laissez passer was the formula into
which some of the champions of the cause of liberty compressed their program. Their aim
was the establishment of the unhampered market society. In order to attain this end they
advocated the abolition of all laws preventing more industrious and more efficient people
from outdoing less industrious and less efficient competitors and restricting the mobility of
commodities and of men. It was this that the famous maxim was designed to express.
In our age of passionate longing for government omnipotence the formula laissez faire is in
disrepute. Public opinion now considers it a manifestation both of moral depravity and of the
utmost ignorance.
As the interventionist sees things, the alternative is “automatic forces” or “conscious
planning.” It is obvious, he implies, that to rely upon automatic processes is sheer stupidity.
No reasonable man can seriously recommend doing nothing and letting things go as they do
without interference on the part of purposive action. A plan, by the very fact that it is a display
of conscious action, is incomparably superior to the absence of any planning. Laissez faire is
said to mean: Let the evils last, do not try to improve the lot of mankind by reasonable action.
This is utterly fallacious talk. The argument advanced for planning is entirely derived from an
impermissible interpretation of a metaphor. It has no foundation other than the connotations
implied in the term “automatic” which it is customary to apply in a metaphorical sense for
the description of the market process. Automatic, says the Concise Oxford Dictionary,
means “unconscious, unintelligent, merely mechanical.” Automatic, says Webster’s Collegiate
Dictionary, means “not subject to the control of the will, ... performed without active thought
and without conscious intention or direction.” What a triumph for the champion of planning to
play this trump card!
The truth is that the alternative is not between a dead mechanism or a rigid automatism
on one hand and conscious planning on the other hand. The alternative is not plan or no
plan. The question is whose planning? Should each member of society plan for himself, or
should a benevolent government alone plan for them all? The issue is not automatism versus
conscious action; it is autonomous action of each individual versus the exclusive action of the
government. It is freedom versus government omnipotence.
Laissez faire does not mean: Let soulless mechanical forces operate. It means: Let each
individual choose how he wants to cooperate in the social division of labor; let the consumers
determine what the entrepreneurs should produce. Planning means: Let the government
alone choose and enforce its rulings by the apparatus of coercion and compulsion.
Under laissez faire, says the planner, it is not those goods which people “really” need that are
produced, but those goods from the sale of which the highest returns are expected. It is the
objective of planning to direct production toward the satisfaction of the “true” needs. But who
is to decide what the “true” needs are?
Thus, for instance, Professor Harold Laski, the former chairman of the British Labor Party,
would determine as the objective of the planned direction of investment “that the use of the
investor’s savings will be in housing rather than in cinemas.” It is beside the point whether or
not one agrees with the professor’s view that better houses are more important than moving
Copyright © Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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pictures. It is a fact that the consumers, in spending part of their money for admission to the
movies, have made another choice. If the masses of Great Britain, the same people whose
votes swept the Labor Party into power, were to stop patronizing the moving pictures and
to spend more for comfortable homes and apartments, profit-seeking business would be
forced to invest more in building homes and apartment houses and less in the production
of expensive pictures. It was Mr. Laski’s desire to defy the wishes of the consumers and to
substitute his own will for that of the consumers. He wanted to do away with the democracy
of the market and to establish the absolute rule of the production tsar. Perhaps he believed
that he was right from a higher point of view, and that as a superman he was called upon to
impose his own valuations on the masses of inferior men. But then he ought to have been
frank enough to say so plainly.
All this passionate praise of the supereminence of government action is but a poor disguise
for the individual interventionist’s self-deification. The great god State is a great god only
because it is expected to do exclusively what the individual advocate of interventionism wants
to see achieved. Only that plan is genuine which the individual planner fully approves. All
other plans are simply counterfeit. In saying “plan” what the author of a book on the benefits
of planning has in mind is, of course, his own plan alone. He does not take into account the
possibility that the plan which the government puts into practice may differ from his own
plan. The various planners agree only with regard to their rejection of laissez faire, i.e., the
individuals’ discretion to choose and to act. They entirely disagree with regard to the choice
of the unique plan to be adopted. To every exposure of the manifest and incontestable
defects of interventionist policies the champions of interventionism react in the same way.
These faults, they say, were the results of spurious interventionism; what we are advocating
is good interventionism, not bad interventionism. And, of course, good interventionism is the
professor’s own brand.
Laissez faire means: Let the common man choose and act; do not force him to yield to a
dictator.
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Laissez-Faire Capitalism Has Failed by Nouriel Roubini
Forbes, 2/19/2009
It is now clear that this is the worst financial crisis since the Great Depression and the
worst economic crisis in the last 60 years. While we are already in a severe and protracted
U-shaped recession (the deluded hope of a short and shallow V-shaped contraction has
evaporated), there is now a rising risk that this crisis will turn into an uglier, multiyear, L-shaped,
Japanese-style stag-deflation (a deadly combination of stagnation, recession and deflation).
The latest data on third-quarter 2008 gross domestic product growth (at an annual rate)
around the world are even worse than the first estimate for the U.S. (–3.8%). The figures were
–6.0% for the euro zone, –8% for Germany, –12% for Japan, –16% for Singapore and –20%
for Korea. The global economy is now literally in free fall as the contraction of consumption,
capital spending, residential investment, production, employment, exports and imports is
accelerating rather than decelerating.
To avoid this L-shaped near-depression, a strong, aggressive, coherent and credible
combination of monetary easing (traditional and unorthodox), fiscal stimulus, proper
cleanup of the financial system and reduction of the debt burden of insolvent private agents
(households and nonfinancial companies) is necessary in the U.S. and other economies.
Unfortunately, the euro zone is well behind the U.S. in its policy efforts for several reasons.
The first is that the European Central Bank is behind the curve in cutting policy rates and
creating nontraditional facilities to deal with the liquidity and credit crunch. The second is that
the fiscal stimulus is too modest, because those who can afford it (Germany) are lukewarm
about it, and those who need it the most (Spain, Portugal, Greece, Italy) can least afford it, as
they already have large budget deficits. The last reason is that there is a lack of cross-border
burden sharing of the fiscal costs of bailing out financial institutions.
With its aggressive monetary easing and large fiscal stimulus putting it ahead, the U.S. has
done more. Except for two elements, both key to avoiding a near-depression, which are still
missing: a cleanup of the banking system that may require a proper triage between solvent
and insolvent banks and the nationalization of many banks, even some of the largest ones;
and a more aggressive, across-the-board reduction of the unsustainable debt burden of
millions of insolvent households (i.e., a principal reduction of the face value of the mortgages,
not just mortgage payments relief).
Moreover, in many countries, the banks may be too big to fail but also too big to save, as
the fiscal/financial resources of the sovereign may not be large enough to rescue such large
insolvencies in the financial system.
Traditionally, only emerging markets suffered—and still suffer—from such a problem. But now
such sovereign risk, as measured by the sovereign spread, is also rising in many European
economies whose banks may be larger than the ability of the sovereign to rescue them:
Iceland, Greece, Spain, Italy, Belgium, Switzerland and, some suggest, even the U.K.
The process of socializing the private losses from this crisis has already moved many of
the liabilities of the private sector onto the books of the sovereign. Among these liabilities
are banks, other financial institutions and, soon possibly, households and some important
nonfinancial corporate companies.
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At some point a sovereign bank may crack, in which case the ability of governments to
credibly commit to act as a backstop for the financial system, including deposit guarantees,
could come unglued.
Thus the L-shaped, near-depression scenario is still quite possible (I assign it a 30%
probability), unless appropriate and aggressive policy action is undertaken by the U.S. and
other economies.
This severe economic and financial crisis is now also leading to a severe backlash against
financial globalization, free trade and the free-market economic model.
To paraphrase Churchill, capitalist market economies open to trade and financial flows may
be the worst economic regime—apart from the alternatives. However, while this crisis does
not imply the end of market-economy capitalism, it has shown the failure of a particular model
of capitalism. Namely, the laissez-faire, unregulated (or aggressively deregulated), Wild West
model of free market capitalism with lack of prudential regulation, supervision of financial
markets and proper provision of public goods by governments.
There is the failure of ideas—such as the “efficient market hypothesis,” which deluded
its believers about the absence of market failures such as asset bubbles; the “rational
expectations” paradigm that clashes with the insights of behavioral economics and finance;
and the “self-regulation of markets and institutions” that clashes with the classical agency
problems in corporate governance—that are themselves exacerbated in financial companies
by the greater degree of asymmetric information. For example, how can a chief executive or a
board monitor the risk taking of thousands of separate profit and loss accounts? Then there
are the distortions of compensation paid to bankers and traders.
This crisis also shows the failure of ideas such as the one that securitization will reduce
systemic risk rather than actually increase it. That risk can be properly priced when the
opacity and lack of transparency of financial firms and new instruments leads to unpriceable
uncertainty rather than priceable risk.
It is clear that the Anglo-Saxon model of supervision and regulation of the financial system
has failed. It relied on several factors: self-regulation that, in effect, meant no regulation;
market discipline that does not exist when there is euphoria and irrational exuberance; and
internal risk-management models that fail because, as a former chief executive of Citigroup
put it, when the music is playing, you’ve got to stand up and dance. Furthermore, the selfregulation approach created rating agencies that had massive conflicts of interest and a
supervisory system dependent on principles rather than rules. In effect, this light-touch
regulation became regulation of the softest touch.
Thus, all the pillars of the 2004 Basel II banking accord have already failed even before being
implemented. Since the pendulum had swung too much in the direction of self-regulation and
the principles-based approach, we now need more binding rules on liquidity, capital, leverage,
transparency, compensation and so on.
But the design of the new system should be robust enough to counter three types of
problems with rules. A tendency toward “regulatory arbitrage” should be kept in mind, as
bankers can find creative ways to bypass rules faster than regulators can improve them. Then
there is “jurisdictional arbitrage,” as financial activity may move to more lax jurisdictions. And,
finally, “regulatory capture,” as regulators and supervisors are often captured—via revolving
doors and other mechanisms—by the financial industry. So the new rules will have to be
incentive-compatible, i.e., robust enough to overcome these regulatory failures.
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“The Libertarian Manifesto,” by Richard Epstein
Forbes, 9/15/2008
Online columnists, it is said, should not suffer from an abundance of caution or subtlety. Our
job is to shake things up in a short compass. As the choice of title for my new weekly column
indicates, I intend to do just that—push hard for a consistent small-government view that is,
regrettably, as unfashionable on the Republican side of the aisle as it is on the Democratic. So
here are some clues as to my game plan.
In principle, just what does my restless agenda entail? A bit of a contradiction, I fear.
Elsewhere, I would describe myself in measured tones as a classical liberal who prizes
balance and moderation on all matters governmental. In so doing, I would place myself
squarely in the tradition that runs from John Locke, by way of David Hume and Adam Smith,
to the Founding Fathers of our Constitution.
That classical liberalism eschews any affection for anarchy in the name of individual liberty.
It recognizes the need for state force not only to prevent aggression and enforce contracts,
but also to raise (flat) taxes, supply infrastructure and constrain monopoly. The public sector
that emerges from a consistent application of these principles is not small potatoes. It easily
encompasses a midsized antitrust law, some (modest) form of regulation over network
industries like telecommunications and railroads and control of public nuisances through the
targeted application of environmental law.
Ah, but the flip side. This approach also seeks to curtail the active use of government power
to disrupt the operation of competitive markets with a dizzying set of subsidies, taxes and
regulations that usually lower labor productivity by raising administrative costs—all in a fruitless
effort to equalize incomes or create job security. The classical liberal works to design political
institutions and legal rules to allow government to preserve social order without taking over
decisions better served by private institutions and actors.
Why then inflame emotions by using the term “manifesto” in searching for a middle way.
Simple. In the current political climate there are, at least on matters of economic importance,
no political and legislative initiatives that threaten to shrink government below its optimal size.
To the contrary, we live in an age of angry populism. All the pressures in Washington and in
statehouses around the nation move inexorably in the direction of more regulation.
And just what might these areas be? Let us focus on one that will be the topic of my earliest
columns: labor markets. I start with the simple, but accurate, premise that competition in labor
markets is as valuable as competition in product markets. It beats all regulatory schemes
hands down.
The genius of competitive markets is that they allow players on each side of the market, free
of the fear of illicit collusion, to search for the best deal from trading partners on the other
side of the market. The government lacks any information as to which contract makes sense
for which person. But it does know that employers and employees alike do have enough
transaction-specific information to decide those questions for themselves—not always, but
enough of the time to leave them to their own devices.
The central insight is that voluntary transactions work for the benefit of both sides—employer
and employee—so any fancy government efforts to set or constrain the terms and conditions
of an employment contract are fraught with errors.
Copyright © Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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There are lots of hidden difficulties with minimum wage, maximum hour, family leave, union
protections, antidiscrimination laws and the like. Unfortunately, not enough people have
confidence in the general theory to take it on faith that all these government initiatives will play
out badly. But the closer look that I’ll take into these laws in the coming weeks should, I hope,
convince readers that on labor issues, more regulation is a fool’s errand: The principles
of laissez-faire outdo the intellectual pablum offered up by both major parties and their
ubiquitous academic advisers, who so often are too clever by half.
Hands off. So says the libertarian!
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Civic Discussion
“Venture capital didn’t build that,” by William H. Janeway
Los Angles Times, December 27, 2012
Can government play a positive role in economic development?
To understand who built what in the construction of the American economy from its preindustrial origins, a look at one of the drivers of U.S. innovation—venture capital—is instructive.
For more than three decades American venture capitalists have concentrated their activities
and earned their returns in a very small number of industrial domains. In booms and in
slumps, in bull markets and in bear markets, the information and communications technology
and biomedical sectors together have consistently accounted for 80% of venture capital
investment.
Why has it been in the world of information technology and, secondarily, biomedicine that
venture capitalists have been successful? In brief: Only in these sectors did the state invest at
sufficient scale in scientific research and in its translation to working technology. In over 40 years
as a working venture capitalist, I learned that my colleagues and I and the entrepreneurs whom
we backed were all dancing on a platform constructed by the federal government.
Let’s focus on information and communications technology. National funding of the basic
research that enabled the IT revolution was overwhelmingly provided by the Defense
Department. The Soviet threat, crystallized in the years after 1945 and amplified by the
Korean War in 1950 and the launch of Sputnik in 1957, was the context for the U.S. military’s
massive commitment to renewing its wartime role as the principal financier of technical
research and the principal customer for the products that generated.
The scale of research and development funding was substantial. For 25 years through
1978, federal sources accounted for more than 50% of national R&D expenditures and
exceeded the R&D expenditures of the other governments in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development combined. From microelectronics and semiconductor devices
through computer hardware and software and on to the Internet, development of all of the
components of digital information and communications technology reflected state policies for
R&D and procurement.
There is a larger lesson here. Over some 250 years, economic growth has been driven by
successive processes of trial and error and error and error: upstream exercises in research
and invention, and downstream experiments in exploiting the new economic space opened
by innovation. Each of these activities necessarily generates much waste along the way,
such as dead-end research programs, useless inventions and failed commercial ventures.
In between, the innovations that have repeatedly transformed the architecture of the market
economy, from canals to the Internet, have required massive investments to construct
networks whose value in use could not be imagined at the outset of deployment.
At every stage, the innovation economy depends on sources of funding decoupled from
concern for economic return. As economists have long recognized, such funding will not
be delivered by competitive markets. Only an active state in pursuit of politically legitimate
missions—national development, national security, conquering disease—can play the
required role.
Thus, from the Erie Canal to the Internet by way of the transcontinental railroads and the
Interstate Highway System, the American state has played a strategic role in the deployment
Copyright © Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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of the transformational technologies that have created a succession of “new economies.” In
disregard of this history, forces have been at work for a generation to delegitimize the state as
an economic actor—even as the next new economy can already be defined in broad strokes.
For example, a low-carbon economy can be built only on a base of substantial state support.
A host of technologies—batteries and solar cells and fuel cells among them—require
extended investment to improve absolute performance and the ratio of performance to cost.
As in the development of the digital economy, state procurement programs open to all will
prove more effective than selective state subsidies to would-be winners.
Government cannot play the role either of entrepreneur or venture capitalist in creating
the low-carbon economy. But entrepreneurs and venture capitalists cannot build this new
economy by themselves. The venture capital model is radically unsuited to investment
in fundamental science or in technological invention in its nascent stages. For the next
generation of entrepreneurs and venture capitalist to have their opportunity to dance, they
need government agencies as active and creative as those that served my generation.
One final challenge confronts us. As in all the strategic economic contributions by
government, a legitimizing mission is required. Responding to the existential threat of climate
change presents just such a mission. So are the climate change deniers who have stalled
needed state investments motivated by skepticism of the scientific consensus? Or is their
asserted skepticism motivated by the knowledge that acceptance of the reality of climate
change will bring the state back in as a legitimate economic actor? These are the questions
we need to be asking.
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Teacher Notes on Sources

Civic Discussion
Source A
The Meaning of Laissez Faire (1996)
Economist Ludwig Von Mises (1881–1873) was a leading proponent of laissez-faire capitalism.
This commentary is excerpted from his book, Human Action.
Important Points for Students:
• Laissez faire means the government does no planning for the economy.
• Individuals, independent of government, do all the planning in a laissez-faire economy.
Source B
Laissez-Faire Capitalism Has Failed (2009)
Nouriel Roubini, an NYU professor of business, argues that “Wild West capitalism” has failed
and more robust regulations of the financial industry are needed to prevent future crises.
Important Points for Students:
• The 2008 financial crisis was the worst since the Great Depression.
• As national governments bailout private failures, some national governments may be put at
risk of failing.
Source C
The Libertarian Manifesto (2008)
Richard Epstein, although not a believer in pure laissez-faire capitalism, argues for fewer
regulations.
Important Points for Students:
• A classic liberal is different from today’s political liberals. A classic liberal believes in small
government.
• Epstein differs from believers in pure laissez-faire capitalism like Ayn Rand by calling
for government regulations in antitrust law, over some network industries, and over the
environment.
Source D
Venture capital didn’t build that (2012)
Business investor William H. Janeway argues that the government plays, and has always
played, an important role in promoting economic growth.
Important Points for Students:
• For the last 30 years, 80% of venture capital investment has been in information and
communications technology and biomedical sectors.
• The government played a major role in the development of canals, the Internet,
transcontinental railroads, and the Interstate Highway System.
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STEP 3:
Synthesize and
Demonstrate

Civic Discussion

Civic Discussion Rubric
substantive

exemplaRy

effective

minimal

unsatisfactoRy

• States and identifies
issues

Accurately states
and identifies issues

Accurately states
an issue

States a relevant
factual, ethical, or
definitional issue as
a question

Does not state any
issues

• Uses foundational
knowledge

Accurately
expresses relevant
foundational
knowledge
pertaining to issues
raised during the
discussion

Accurately
expresses relevant
foundational
knowledge
pertaining to issues
raised during the
discussion

Accurately
expresses relevant
foundational
knowledge
pertaining to an
issue raised by
someone else

Does not express any
relevant foundational
knowledge

• Stipulates claims or
definitions

Pursues an issue
with a stipulation

Does not stipulate
a claim or definition

Does not stipulate a
claim or definition

Does not stipulate a
claim or definition

• Elaborates
statements with
explanations,
reasons, or evidence

Pursues an
issue with one or
more elaborated
statements

Pursues an issue
with at least
one elaborated
statement

Elaborates a
statement with
an explanation,
reasons, or evidence

Does not elaborate
any issues

• Recognizes values or
value conflict

Recognizes values
or value conflict

Does not recognize
values or value
conflict

Does not recognize
values or value
conflict

Does not recognize
values or value
conflict

• Argues by analogy

Uses analogy
to advance the
discussion

Does not use
analogy to advance
the discussion

Does not use
analogy to advance
the discussion

Does not use analogy
to advance the
discussion

• Invites contributions
from others

Engages others
in the discussion
by inviting their
comments

Invites comments
from others

Does not invite
comments from
others

Does not invite
comments from
others

• Acknowledges the
statements of others

Engages others in
the discussion by
acknowledging their
contributions

Does not
acknowledge the
statements of
others

Does not
acknowledge the
statements of others

Does not
acknowledge the
statements of
others

• Challenges the
accuracy, logic,
relevance, or clarity
of statements

Constructively
challenges the
accuracy, clarity,
relevance, or logic of
statements made

Responds in a
civil manner to a
statement made
by someone else
by challenging its
accuracy, clarity,
relevance, or logic

Does not challenge
the accuracy, clarity,
relevance, or logic of
statements

Does not challenge
the accuracy, clarity,
relevance, or logic
of statements

• Summarizes points
of agreement and
disagreement

Summarizes points
of agreement and
disagreement

Does not clearly
summarize points
of agreement

Does not summarize
points of agreement
or disagreement

Does not summarize
points of agreement
or disagreement

pRoceduRal

Adapted from Harris, David E. “Assessing Discussion of Public Issues: A Scoring Guide.” In Handbook on Teaching Social Issues, edited by
Ronald W. Evans and David Warren Saxe. Washington, D.C.: National Council for the Social Studies (in press).
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Printable Quick Reference

Participate in a Discussion
or Debate
When you participate in a discussion or debate, your goal is to
explain, analyze, and defend a point of view–often related to a
current political or economic issue. To be a successful debater, you’ll
do your research, present your position, and defend your point of
view in a courteous manner.
1. Research. Before participating in a discussion or debate, do
research to gain knowledge of your subject so that you may be
an informed and prepared participant. Take notes as needed to
help you prepare. Jot down main points and any questions you
may have. As you research, decide where you might stand on the
issue. Be sure to gather research and sources that will allow you
to explain, analyze, and defend your point of view.
2. Present your position. After you have organized your
thoughts and decided where you stand, explain and defend your
point of view. Be sure to stay focused on the topic and your line
of argument. Ask questions that challenge the accuracy, logic, or
relevance of opposing views.
3. During the discussion or debate, be patient and
courteous. Listen attentively, be respectful and supportive of
peers, and speak only when instructed to do so by the moderator.
Be sure to allow others to express their views; do not monopolize
the debate or discussion. Speak clearly and slowly.
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Participate in a Discussion or Debate
Research
Choose a political or economic issue about which you have a strong opinion. Search in
your online course or elsewhere online to find three sources of information about the
issue, including the people involved, the history of the issue, and the facts on each side
of the controversy. As you read through this information, take detailed notes so that you
can use the information to explain, analyze, and defend your point of view to others.
Think about what skills you need to develop in order to actively and effectively
participate in a discussion or debate.
Use the following tips to help you find reliable information online.
Select several keywords to begin your search. Make sure your browser is in safe mode
and then enter your search terms into a search engine. Begin with general search terms
and then use more specific terms as you narrow down your search.
Choose pages more likely to be reliable, such as
§
§
§

government sites (end in .gov).
educational sites (end in .edu).
nonprofit organization sites (end in .org).

Assume everyone in the world can see anything you post on the Internet, so don’t post
anything you wouldn’t want everyone to see. That includes sensitive information, such
as your email address or phone number. Don’t trust strangers on the Internet; they may
be very different from the way they describe themselves and may not mean well.
Write the URLs for your political or economic research here:
1.
2.
3.

1
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Assessment

Answer the following questions. Consider the video you watched and the research you
have done.
1. Recall how the student in the video listed research as the first step in preparing to
take part in a discussion or debate. Why is such preparation necessary? How does
knowing both sides and keeping current on an issue make it easier for you to explain,
analyze, and defend your point of view?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
2. Write down your opinion or point of view on the issue you’ve selected. Develop
your point of view into a full paragraph, explaining and defending your opinion by
including any details or facts you may already know—or think you know—about it.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

3. While researching, take careful, detailed notes. As you do, analyze what you are
reading. Write down at least three research findings which support your point of view,
and three findings which oppose your point of view.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

2
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4. Based on your research and your analysis, did your point of view change or has it
been strengthened? What is your position on the political or economic issue after
research and analysis?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

5. Being part of a discussion or debate centers on knowing how to explain, analyze, and
defend your point of view about an issue. It does not stop there, however. It entails
being a good listener as well. How can listening carefully make your part in the
discussion or debate stronger and more convincing?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
6. Reflect back on what you have learned in this lesson about participating in a
discussion or debate. Write three top rules for being an effective participant in a
discussion or debate.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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Consider and Counter
Opposing Arguments
Before you can effectively counter opposing arguments, you’ll
need to analyze possible counterarguments for frame of reference,
bias, point of view, and propaganda. You’ll plan your response
ahead of time, collecting research and data. Then, you’ll make a
point of acknowledging the opposing view before presenting your
counterarguments.
1. Fully understand your argument and the potential
counter points. Do research as needed to find out more about
other opposing views. Analyze and evaluate the validity of
possible counterarguments from primary and secondary sources
for frame of reference, bias, point of view, and propaganda.
2. Make predictions and outline a response to several
of the opposing views. Continue researching as needed.
Researching, analyzing, and evaluating the validity of opposing
arguments will help you support and strengthen your own.
Opposing arguments can consist of any reasons, conclusions,
or claims that oppose yours. Outline your response to each
opposing reason, conclusion, or claim.
3. To counter an opposing argument, first acknowledge the
opposing view. This strategy shows that you have heard the
opposing argument and are responding accordingly. Consider
using statements such as “I understand your point, but you
should also consider the following...” You can also respond by
refuting facts, logic, etc. Be sure to respond to each opposing
argument. Ignoring or dismissing a counterargument shows that
your response is weak and unsupported.
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Consider and Counter Opposing Arguments
Research
Think of a topic you have a strong opinion about. It may be an issue you have debated
in the past. It might be something you and your parents, teachers, or friends cannot
agree on. It may be an idea you read about in the newspaper or heard about via social
media, and knew that you had an opposing opinion. It might even be a subject you
covered in another class. Once you have decided on the topic, search in your online
course or online sites to find articles, editorials or letters to the editor expressing two
different opinions on the topic.
Even though you already have an opinion on the topic you’ve selected, reading different
opinions can give you insight and understanding into the issue that you might otherwise
miss. Considering and countering opposing arguments can only be done effectively
when you analyze and evaluate their validity. To do so, you will need to consider if
these primary or secondary sources contain any propaganda or bias. You will also need
to look at their point of view and frame of reference.
Use the following tips to help you find reliable information online.
Select several keywords to begin your search. Make sure your browser is in safe mode
and then enter your search terms into a search engine. Begin with general search terms
and then use more specific terms as you narrow down your search.
Choose pages more likely to be reliable, such as
§
§
§

government sites (end in .gov).
educational sites (end in .edu).
nonprofit organization sites (end in .org).

Assume everyone in the world can see anything you post on the Internet, so don’t post
anything you wouldn’t want everyone to see. That includes sensitive information, such
as your email address or phone number. Don’t trust strangers on the Internet; they may
be very different from the way they describe themselves and may not mean well.
Write the URLs for your research about a topic you have a strong opinion about here:
1.
2.
3.

1
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Assessment
Answer the following questions. Consider the video you watched and the research you
have done.
1. Recall how the two students in the video had very different opinions on the idea of
corruption today and in the past. The focus of the scenario is on considering and
countering opposing arguments. What did you learn about how to respond to a differing
opinion? Why is “just saying someone’s wrong” not a very effective argument?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
2. Analyze and evaluate your sources, and determine whether they are primary or
secondary sources. Read through each of the sources carefully to analyze and evaluate
the validity of the arguments and counterarguments, watching for any indication of
propaganda or bias. Underline or highlight statements that appear to be biased or which
make statements without providing evidence to support them. Next, look for the writer’s
frame of reference and point of view. Who is the author? What is his or her relationship
to the topic? List the unbiased arguments for and counterarguments you’ve selected.
Arguments: __________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Counterarguments: ___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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3. Choose one of the unbiased statements you’ve listed that supports the opposite point
of view from your own. Create counterarguments to refute those statements by finishing
the sentences below.
I understand your point, but you should also consider that _____________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Your research does state that, but additional research has shown ______________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

4. Reflect back on what you have learned in this lesson about considering and
countering opposing arguments. How does analyzing and evaluating ideas and beliefs
counter to yours help support your opinion? What did you discover about how people
use bias and propaganda?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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